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Can we predict Z from photometry?

¨ SDSS catalog: u, g, r, i, z bands

¨ also added a couple of derived 
quantities: stellar mass, photo-zs

¨ feature “engineering”: colors, 
squared colors

¨ Metallicity determinations 
from Tremonti et al 04 are 
used as “ground truth”
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What next?

Several recent papers have re-examined the relation between metallicity determined via 
the electron temperature method and strong lines indicators. Auroral lines, which allow 
one to apply the direct method,  cannot be detected often in individual galaxies, so this 
technique is based on stacking SDSS galaxies with similar line ratios or M, SFR.

The Astrophysical Journal, 765:140 (23pp), 2013 March 10 Andrews & Martini

Figure 1. Number of galaxies and direct method metallicity as a function of M⋆ and SFR. The squares represent each M⋆–SFR stack, the number of galaxies is
indicated by the white text, and the color scale corresponds to the metallicity. For reference, the Tremonti et al. (2004) MZR covers log(M⋆) = 8.5–11.5, and the
Mannucci et al. (2010) FMR spans log(M⋆) = 9.1–11.35 and log(SFR) = −1.45 to 0.80.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 2. Sample spectra from the log(M⋆) = 8.7–8.8 (Ngal = 884) stack. From left to right, the three columns show the [O iii] λ4363, [N ii] λ5755, and [O ii] λλ7320,
7330 auroral lines. From top to bottom, the four rows correspond to the reduced spectrum of a single galaxy, the spectrum of the stack, the spectrum of the stack after
the removal of the stellar continuum (fit from 3700–7360 Å), and the spectrum of the stack after the removal of the stellar continuum (fit to a 200 Å window near the
emission line of interest). The continuum rms of each spectrum near the relevant emission line is given in the inset of each panel.

This interpolation scheme conserves flux in part because the
wavelength spacing of the grid is narrower than the width of
bright emission lines. The spectra were then normalized to the
mean flux from 4400–4450 Å. Finally, the spectra were co-added
(i.e., we took the mean flux in each wavelength bin) to form the
stacked spectra (see Section 4 for comparisons between the
electron temperatures and metallicities of stacks and individual
galaxies).

Figure 2 shows the S/N increase of the [O iii] λ4363 (left
column), [N ii] λ5755 (middle column), and [O ii] λλ7320,
7330 (right column) lines as the spectra are processed from a
typical single galaxy spectrum (top row) to the stacked spectrum
(second row) to the stellar continuum subtracted spectrum (third
row; see Section 2.3) or the narrow wavelength window stellar
continuum subtracted spectrum (bottom row; see Section 2.3).
The spectra in the top row are from a typical galaxy in
the log(M⋆) = 8.7–8.8 bin; the bottom three rows show the
stacked spectra from the same bin. In each panel, we report
the continuum root mean square (rms). The decrease in the
continuum noise when comparing the spectra in the top row to
the second row of Figure 2 is dramatic. Further significant noise
reduction can be achieved by removing the stellar continuum
(shown in the bottom two rows of Figure 2), as we describe in
Section 2.3.

2.3. Stellar Continuum Subtraction

Stacking the spectra increases the S/N, but it is important to
fit and subtract the stellar continuum to detect and accurately
measure the flux of these lines, especially [O iii] λ4363 due to its
proximity to the Hγ stellar absorption feature. We subtracted the
stellar continuum with synthetic template galaxy spectra created
with the starlight stellar synthesis code (Cid Fernandes et al.
2005), adopted the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction law, and
masked out the locations of the emission lines. The synthetic
spectra were created from a library of 300 empirical miles
spectral templates (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006; Cenarro et al.
2007; Vazdekis et al. 2010; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2011, data
as obtained from the miles Web site2). The miles templates
provided an excellent fit to the stellar continuum (see bottom two
rows of Figure 2). We note the miles templates yielded better
fits to the very high S/N spectra than the Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) spectral templates, based on the stelib (Le Borgne et al.
2003) library.

We performed stellar template fits to the entire spectral
range, select subregions centered on weak lines of interest,
and subregions around the strong lines blueward of 4000 Å.

2 http://miles.iac.es/
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Figure 1. Left Panel : The distribution of our galaxy sample in the log [Oii] �3727/H� - log [Oiii] �5007/H� diagram. The curve
represents the combined calibrations for the [Oii]/H� and [Oiii]/H� metallicity indicators from Maiolino et al. (2008), color coded by the
metallicity inferred from the combination of the two indicators. The Andrews & Martini (2013) stacks in bins of stellar mass are shown
as circle points and color coded for their direct metallicity measurement. Right Panel : Stacking grid for our sample of SDSS galaxies
in the log [Oii] �3727/H� - log [Oiii] �5007/H� diagram. Each square represents a 0.1 x 0.1 dex2 bin, color-coded by the number of
galaxies included in it, which is also written for each bin. Orange boxes represent stacks of low metallicity galaxies for which we relaxed
the 100-object threshold in the definition of our grid. In the upper right box of the panel our stacking grid is shown superimposed on
the distribution of galaxies in the diagram.

di↵erent properties. We performed some tests in stacking
spectra and computing oxygen abundance with di↵erent bin
sizes, finding no relevant di↵erences.

We adopted the emission line values provided by the
MPA/JHU catalog to create the set of galaxy stacks. All line
fluxes have been corrected for Galactic reddening, adopting
the extinction law from Cardelli et al. (1989) and assuming
an intrinsic ratio for the Balmer lines H↵/H� = 2.86 (as set
by case B recombination theory for typical nebular temper-
atures of Te = 10 000K and densities of ne ⇡ 100 cm�3).

In the right panel of Figure 2.2 the binning grid for our
galaxy sample in the space defined by log([Oii] �3727/H�)
and log([Oiii] �5007/H�) is shown, color coded by the num-
ber of objects in each bin. In the up-right corner of the figure
we show the distribution of the galaxy sample in the diag-
nostic diagram, with our binning grid superimposed. In the
construction of our binning grid we required a minimum of
100 sources per bin: this was a conservative choice in order to
average enough galaxy spectra to ensure the required SNR
(i.e. at least 3) on auroral lines detection after the stacking
procedure. Since we imposed a threshold of 100 sources per
bin, the upper-left corner of the diagram, occupied by the
galaxies of lower metallicity in the sample, is not well cov-
ered by our stacking grid. For this reason, we extended our
grid to include also low-metallicity galaxies by reducing the
threshold to 10 sources in that area of the diagram, enough
to detect auroral lines in stacked spectra with a SNR higher
than 3 in this metallicity regime. This extension of the grid
is marked with orange borders in the figure. This allows our
grid to entirely cover the region occupied by SDSS galaxies,
probing the largest possible combination of physical param-
eters in the sample. Throughout this paper we will refer

to a particular stack by indicating the center of the corre-
sponding bin in both the line ratios considered (e.g. 0.5; 0.2
corresponds to the bin centered in log[Oii] �3727/H� = 0.5
and log[Oiii] �5007/H� = 0.2).

Before creating the composite spectrum from galaxies
belonging to the same bin, each individual spectrum has
been corrected for reddening with a Cardelli et al. (1989)
extinction law and normalized to the extinction corrected
H�. We have verified that the final results do not depend on
the choice of the extinction law, by alternatively using the
Calzetti et al. (1994) extinction law in a few random bins.
Then, each spectrum has been re-mapped onto a linear grid
(3000-9200 Å), with wavelength steps of �� = 0.8 Å, and
shifted at the same time to the rest frame to compensate
for the intrinsic redshift of the sources. This procedure may
cause a redistribution of the flux contained in a single input
channel to more than one output channel; in order to take
into account this e↵ect, the incoming flux is weighted on the
overlap area between the input and output channels. Finally,
to create the stacked spectra we took the mean pixel by
pixel between the 25th and the 75th percentile of the flux
distribution in each wavelength bin; in this way we could
avoid biases introduced by the flux distribution asymmetry
clearly visible in every flux channel as a right-end tail.

2.3 Stellar continuum subtraction

Stacking the spectra improve significantly the SNR of the au-
roral lines, but we must also fit and subtract the stellar con-
tinuum to accurately measure their fluxes. To perform the
stellar continuum fit and subtraction on our stacked spec-
tra we have created a synthetic spectrum using the MIUS-
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Stacks from Andrews and Martini 2013 (above) and Curti et at 2016 (right)

Idea: Combine supervised and unsupervised machine learning to
- Identify an optimal metric to stack spectra of galaxies with similar [O/H] without 

previous assumptions, either purely from data or from a calibration sample
- Tap the potential in the SDSS data by building smaller stacks (clusters in ML parlance)
- Derive new strong line indicators 
- Apply to SDSS + high-z data such as MOSDEF sample
- Test whether the relation between photometric features and metallicity holds


